
 
B Class had four competitors and again was 
hotly contested, after the first heat four  
became three, and the remaining three  
riders fought it out with a bit of paint  
swapping in the corners. Joel Brough had 
his first ever round win. Great job Joel and 
well deserved. Mr consistent, Craig Hayward 
was a close second, and third place went to 
Anthony Dew in only his second race on his 
new mower. 
The big boys then hit the track and certainly 
didn't hold back, Ray and Ash gave their 
mowers an absolute hiding, and tagging 
along behind them for a couple of heats I 
had the best seat in the house. 
Ash held off Ray to win the day, great work 
'Team Mackay'. 
" Blokesworld" hooked up cameras to both 
A Class mowers and got some excellent 
footage, they also  interviewed Ray and Ash 
and had cameras all around the track during 
the day, the story will be on an upcoming 
episode so stay tuned! Great publicity for 
our great sport and Arolmra. 
The "Diesel and Dirt Derby" was certainly 
a non-stop action packed day and we can't 
wait to get back there in 2017. 
A big thanks to all the committee,  
volunteers, Marshall's, and pit stewards who 
helped out on the day, without your help and 
support these events wouldn't happen so 
thanks from us all!! 
The next event is the biggest on our  
calendar the "VICTORIAN STATE TITLES" 
are to be held at the Bairnsdale Field Days 
on April 30th. 
It will be a massive day of non-stop action. 
Somebody will be crowned as  
‘VICTORIA's FASTEST’ in all four classes 
on the day. 
Lots of interest has been shown from  
interstate racers as well which is great news. 
If you have a mower in the shed or know of 
ANYBODY who has a mower please   
encourage them to get along to Bairnsdale, 
you/they could be a state champion! You 
need to be in it to win it, So no excuses! 
See you all in Bairnsdale 
Bocky. 

 
Hello Mower Fans, 
The 'Diesel and Dirt Derby' can only be 
described as brilliant, this was Arolmra's 
first meet held in South Australia, and  
what a great show we put on for the 6,500 
plus people who came through the gates. 
We raced on the main arena with the crowd 
filling grandstands and any view point they 
could squeeze into around the entire track, 
and they certainly weren't disappointed with 
the racing.  
The track was without a doubt the longest 
and fastest we have run on this season and 
made for great racing across all classes. 

Joshua Bock was the only junior to make the 
trek across the border but he certainly wasn't 
alone out there, Ray and Ash Mackay 
pushed him along for his second heat, then 
had the next two against his Dad, with the 
crowd cheering him on Josh gave his mower 
all it had and did a great job holding off the 
bigger mowers. 
C Class saw three debutant racers,  
 Shannon Millsteed, and local brothers  
Aydon and Doohan Pattison, alongside them 
was Cain Millsteed.  
All the boys put on a great display and all 
four heats were hotly contested. 
Aydon took out C class in his very first meet 
and being from SA it was great to see a local 
have a win. 
Cain took second place and Shannon in third 
place, a great job by all racers in this class. 
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